Shifting The Atmosphere - Jason Nelson

Verse 1

Our worship and our praise is shifting
Shifting the atmosphere
Till the heavens are open

This praise is shifting, shifting the atmosphere
For breaking through in healing
Our worship is shifting, shifting the atmosphere

Verse 2&4

It's moving and it's breaking
This worship is shifting the atmosphere

E-v'ry yoke is destroyed
E-very chain is broken
This worship is shifting the atmosphere

Verse 3

It's moving, it's breaking
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Our worship is shifting the atmosphere
Our worship is shifting the atmosphere
Our worship is shifting the atmosphere
Our worship is shifting the atmosphere
It's moving, it's breaking
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
Till the heavens are open
For breakthrough in healing
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
It's moving and it's breaking
Our praise is shifting the atmosphere
It's moving, it's breaking
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
Till the heavens are open
For breakthrough in healing
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
It's moving and it's breaking
Our praise is shifting the atmosphere
It's moving, it's breaking
This worship is shifting the atmosphere
This worship is shifting the atmosphere